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SMART TV 

While regular TVs have been around for decades, these

so-called "dumb TVs" only do one thing: Receive signal

from an HDTV antenna, cable or another A/V source. That

was great when those were you only TV viewing options,

but today's connected world expects something a little

smarter.

While many of the latest washers you’ll find at your local Sears or

Best Buy will have full-color touchscreens that you can use to

acutely customize your laundry cycle, only a select few also contain

the option to hook themselves up to your home’s WiFi network for

additional capability. By linking either with the Nest thermostat or

their own proprietary iOS and Android apps, smart washers can do

everything from alerting you when a load is finished and needs to be

transferred over, to using “smart tumble” features which will keep

your clothes wrinkle-and-mildew free until you get back home.

SMART MICROWAVE

Driven by powerful hot air coming from the top cooking up

to 30% faster than standard convection. Enjoy crispy

food in minutes as the grill crisps your food on the

outside without drying inside. Conserves power by

turning off the display when not in use without having to

unplug the microwave.  Automatically adjusts cooking

time for optimal results.

They have intelligent in-built systems to keep food fresh,

using vitamin-preserving lights that make sure your 5-a-

day are as nutritious as they can be, improved air flow

systems to maintain freshness and bacteria-zapping

technology that means fruit and veg can last up to 30

days. They have doors that open automatically as  you

approach and intelligent drawers that do the same and

they stay frost-free – so there will be no more wrestling

with an iced up freezer-drawer

SOUND BAR

A soundbar is the easiest way of improving the sound on

your TV. They take up very little space and are really easy

to set up. Sound-wise, they’re much better than TV

speakers. Get one with a subwoofer for a cinematic

surround sound effect.

S M A R T  A P P L I A N C E S

SMART WASHING MACHINE

SMART FRIDGES & FREEZERS

A basic definition of smart technology is that it goes beyond just the normal sending and receiving,

consumer searching for information and the traditional turning things on and off. Instead, it offers

the consumer much more interaction and control, through use of the Internet. Much of this definition

refers to smart devices—phones, TVs, appliances, cars, personal assistants, etc. Consumers are

certainly warming to the idea of using smart tech to control everything from their home security

systems to their thermostats.With the fast pace of today’s rapidly evolving tech world, when “smart”

is used in consumer marketing, it implies both the device and network connectivity. you can get all

these appliances from best buy, smart homage, appliance direct etc.

https://www.savesbest.com/appliances-direct-discount-code/

